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Abstract
This paper aims to present some aspects regarding the cadastral work in Italy. Cassini-Soldner is a afilactic projection,
from the deformation point of view, that is arbitrary, usually from arbitrary was passed to equidistant (preserves the
distances on a direction). The Soldner method was designed in 1809 in Germany. It uses as orientation ellipsoid the
Bessel ellipsoid (1841). In terms of surface projection is a transverse cylindrical, the cylinder's axis is perpendicular to
the pole’s axis and the cylinder’s tangent is at the origin meridian. The origin of the system is on the equator, the X
axis is oriented on the north and the Y axis is oriented on the east. Unlike Cassini-Soldner projection, the Gauss-Kruger
projection is a conform projection from the point of view of deformations (preserves the angles).
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Regional offices are located in regional
capitals and have function of coordination and
liaison between headquarters and local offices
(Figure 1).

INTRODUCTION
The Territorial Agency replaced the Planning
Department regarding the central office, the
land registry offices and the provincial and
compartmental departments. The headquarters
of the Territorial Agency is in Rome. The
agency primary functions regard the land
registry, geo-topo-cartographic services and
the conservation of land registry.
Besides its headquarters in Rome, Territorial
Agency has localized structures at regional
and provincial levels.

Figure 1. The organisation of cadastral offices
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Provincial offices are located in all provincial
capitals in regions with more than two
provinces. In regions with two provinces the
provincial offices are present only in the
provincial capital, which is also the regional
capital.

With the decentralization of municipalities
and the subsequent establishment of cadastral
offices, which are responsible for some of the
operating functions of the cadastre, the
Territorial Agency has expanded its operation
also at the municipal level (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Evolution of the Cadastral Administration

purposes by adopting the cartographic
representation system Cassini-Soldner. The
cadastral maps are usually drawn to a scale of
1: 2000 and offer a flat representation of the
territory which is objects of interest with a
standardized schematic representation.
Italian mapping is achieved by using Hayford
ellipsoid, except the cadastre system which

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Italian cadastral system in its current
form comes from Law 3682/1886 as amended
and supplemented (Messedaglia Law)
regarding the land equalization. This required
the establishment of a land tax calculation
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uses pre-war system based on Bessel ellipsoid
(1841).
The Italian cadastral system has three main
origins namely in Genoa (Italy centre-north)
in Castanea delle Furie (for southern Italy)
and Rome Mario M. (part of central Italy).

The mapping system is based on a reference
network (Figure 3) and consists of the points
corresponding to the area identified for which
the coordinates are known (Table 1).

Figure 3. The refference points in Italy
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Table 1. Coordinates of the refference points

The origin of the system is on the equator, the
X axis is oriented on the north and the Y axis
is oriented on the east.
Unlike Cassini-Soldner projection, the GaussKruger projection is a conform projection
from the point of view of deformations
(preserves the angles).
The afilactic representation is obtained which
gives a deformation acceptable for X <Y, and
50 km <70 km for example, in an area of
approximately 140 x 100 km origin O is an
arbitrary point chosen (usually a network
node).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Cassini-Soldner is an afilactic projection,
from the deformation point of view, that is
arbitrary, usually from arbitrary was passed to
equidistant (preserves the distances on a
direction). (Figure 4 and 5)
The Soldner method was designed in 1809 in
Germany. It uses as orientation ellipsoid the
Bessel ellipsoid (1841).
In terms of surface projection is a transverse
cylindrical,
the
cylinder's
axis
is
perpendicular to the pole’s axis and the
cylinder’s tangent is at the origin meridian.
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Figure 4. Cassini-Soldner representation

Figure 5. Cassini-Soldner projection
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As an example, will be presented a part of the
cadastral documentation for joining a proprety

from Solarino village, Siracusa provence,
Sicily region (Figures 6, 7 and 8).

Figure 6. Cadastral documentation
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Figure 7. Cadastral documentation – graphic representation
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Figure 8. Cadastral documentation – refference points

surface etc. the project could be rejected at the
cadastral offices.

CONCLUSIONS
Although, for making the cadastral works in
Italy, it is used a different projection system
and different coordinates system, the
topographic measurements are the same.
Unlike Cassini-Soldner projection, the GaussKruger projection is a conform projection
from the point of view of deformations
(preserves the angles).
In Italy, unlike Romania, it is not so great
emphasis on precision of determination, such
as cadastre made in Romania, because in
Romania if you have some differences of
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